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Internationally acclaimed, this Best-Selling Metaphysical Mineralogical Encyclopedia describes over
1400 minerals and crystals illustrated with over 1400 color photographs. This final text in the Love Is
in the Earth series and THE Last Testament has been prepared with love JUST FOR YOU by
Melody. This encyclopedia is meant to take the reader on an intimate journey into the subtle realms
of crystal energy, assisting one in developing a loving affinity with crystals. The minerals in the
photographs have not been enhanced, reflecting them as they are naturally. Many of these minerals
have been reported previously in the Love is in the Earth series; within this encyclopedia, all of the
new and/or updated information for the old minerals, and all of the new information for the new
minerals is reported.
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This is Melody's NEW book, not to be confused with the older (and much smaller) version. This is
about 8 X 14" in size and on high-quality paper. It is a 2008 publication and must weigh a good 20
lbs (not sure-just a guess), and it is 965 pages, with a few extra blank pages for notes. Melody says
it is the Last Testament and Grand Finale in the "Love is in the Earth series. A culmination of 25
years of work, this book covers over 1400 minerals/crystals/rocks, with over 1400 photographs. For
fans of Melody's work, this book is terrific. It is like a stone bible.The book begins with several pages
of "thank you" acknowledgements. A FOREWORD follows, then CONFIGURATION explanations
(e.g. The Asterated star crystal-explanation), the ELIXERS/ENERGIZING LIQUIDS/STONE OILS
(explanations), MINERALS WHICH NEVER NEED CLEANSING (list), NUMERICAL VIBRATIONS

(explanation), MASTER NUMBERS (explanation), SIMULATED and SYNTHETIC MINERALS
(explanation & list), CHEMICAL ELEMENTS (explanation and intro to a Table in appendix C),
ASTROLOGICAL SIGNS (explanation), PREPARATORY METHODOLOGY (e.g. finding and
awakening crystals), PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS (e.g. treating food and plants), ADDITIONAL
DEFINITITIONS (e.g. each charka explained).The stones begin on page 57 and continue through
page 870. Again, there are over 1400 stones, crystals and minerals, each with a color photo and
nicely written explanation. Melody begins with colors, chemical composition, hardness, location,
metaphysical properties, and ends with the numerical vibration number. The quartz section alone
goes from page 603 to page 680! She has also included little black arrows on some of the pictures
to point out specific types of markings, inclusions, etc., such as on the Record Keeper Quartz.

Todays review is on Love is in the Earth, The crystal and mineral Encyclopedia, the lite fantastic nad
the last testament, by Melody.I had heard about this book before it was actually released. I had
been an avid follower of Melody's work, the work this woman was doing had changed my life. I was
so excited about the new book coming out, I pre-ordered.Prior to this release, all of Melody's work
was compiled in several different books. These books line my book shelves and are ratty from wear
and tear. I knew that this release was to put all of that work, plus her newest and latest all in one
book! No matter that it weighs somewhere around 10 pounds.What I was most excited about with
this release, was that the stone articles would now have pictures with them. Melody's earlier works
are text, with pictures being an entirely separate book, so this was a big step in convenience. As a
crystal healer, reading about what a stone does with no picture is expected, it is something we must
learn. But to collectors, they want to enjoy the richness of the photos, the personality of the stones
and the pride of the photographer in showing us a side of reality that most of us miss. This was an
exciting opportunity to now have all of this glorious information and pictures in one place!I had
driven to Ohio for the weekend, to attend a crystal surgery workshop at FourWinds Academy. I
didn't want to pay postage on this book, which was a little stiff, so I had Vivien hold my book until I
could pick it up in person. Oh, the suspense. It was sweet.
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